I start today with 45 minutes of exercise and
have to fight off a stab of disappointment
when I hop on the scale: my weight is the
same as yesterday. I refer back to Fiona’s
notes on prioritising health and longevity
over weight loss and try not to focus on the
short skirt I intend wearing to my birthday
bash in four days’ time! Day 5 is referred
to as Juice High Day and it is certainly my
easiest, and most satisfying, on the diet.
Time flies and any mental cravings (for
healthy, solid food) are simply overcome.
I work late without tiredness and, for the first
time in a week, I don’t feel desperate for my
evening apple and cinnamon tea (though
this ritual has become my favourite part of
each day).

✔ DAY 6

Two days to go! I have a breakfast function
this morning, so I make sure that I drink
my first juice – a filling yoghurt blend – just
before arrival so that I’m not tempted
by the buffet table. It works and I don’t
give solid food a thought, until I try to get
through a less-than-delicious Green Super
Juice at 2pm. I persevere, focusing on the
goodness (such as oxygen-rich chlorophyll)
that the drink contains. The final two drinks
of the day are just as green in taste and
appearance – neither filling nor satisfying –
and briefly I feel as if I’ve had enough. (It’s at
this point that Fiona reminds clients that the
juice diet is a choice; one we are fortunate
to be able to make.) Later we join friends for
live music at a nearby pub. I order herbal tea
– and no-one bats an eyelid.

✔ DAY 7

My stomach actually growls for food today,
so I make sure I savour (and finish every
last drop of) all five juices. The day passes
quickly and easily, and I receive a few
compliments on my brighter, softer skin.
I analyse the past seven days and realise
that despite a few challenging moments,
the juice cleanse has actually been fairly
easy. I can definitely feel the advantages of
eliminating caffeine and processed foods
from my diet (and of getting several hours’
extra sleep in the week). Am I excited to eat
solid food tomorrow? Yes. But I’m reluctant
to let go of this good feeling too soon.
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POST-CLEANSE
The day after my cleanse finishes
I’m delighted to discover that I
have lost 3kgs and am sporting a
flat stomach. Mentally I feel lighter
too and have loved not having to
prepare food for myself (oh, the
time it saves!). To ease back into
eating, and to give my metabolism
time to adjust, Fiona suggests light
food such as fruit, yoghurt, steamed
vegetables and salads. She also
advocates at least one raw juice a
day. Interestingly, I have no desire
to eat unhealthy foods and it takes
a few days to even have a cup of
coffee. Fast-forward two weeks and
I confess that I’m back to late-night
working and getting too little sleep.
I’ve also regained some of the weight
(I blame a birthday celebration that
stretched an entire weekend!), but
am consuming more herbal teas than
coffee (cinnamon tea is a firm new
favourite). I’m trying to steer clear of
refined carbs, particularly late at night
and am continuing with barley grass
and acidophilus daily. Would I do a
juice diet again? Definitely! It was
challenging, but not arduous (Fiona’s
daily emails keep motivation high)
and overall, I found the experience
liberating. If you’re looking to lose
weight for a special occasion, the
programme is definitely an option
(just don’t do it too close to the big
day or your dress will no longer fit
you!). Any one of Fiona’s programmes
is also a great kick to get your health
back on track.

JUICING BENEFITS:
According to Fiona, juicing
• boosts the immune system;
• increases vitality;
• detoxes the body with mega
doses of antioxidants; and
• offers fast absorption
of nutrients (enzymes,
minerals and vitamins) by
removing insoluble fibre
that slows the process down.

Juice Revolution
supplements:
The following are taken (in tablet
form) to support your cleanse:
●B
 ARLEY GRASS – a powerful,
nutrient-dense superfood that
contains essential amino acids,
vitamins and minerals. It also
contains chlorophyll to help
cleanse the colon.
●S
 PIRULINA – a phenomenal
protein-rich algae that has been
found to contain one of the
most concentrated amounts of
nutrients, phytonutrients and
antioxidants of any plant.
●L
 ACTOBACILLUS
ACIDOPHILUS – a beneficial
bacterium and probiotic that
supports digestion and keeps the
gut healthy. wi

Fiona Stander of Juice Revolution
082 562 4525; juicerevolution.co.za.
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✔ DAY 5

